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The world is now more than 35 years into the nuclear

era. Yet the initial radioactive waste produced in the early

1940's are still stored in tanks and their ultimate deposition

is still in doubt. At the same time, radioactive wastes are

accumulating at an ever increasing rate at nuclear power

reactors. As a consequence, the pressures are mounting to

find a "solutionll to this radioactive waste problem. Although
there appears to be a more considered perception of the waste

problem on the part of the present Administration, based upon the

history of the bureaucracies and industries involved, it is

reasonable to propose that the response to the growing pressures

to find a solution will resul~ in hurried and inappropriate

actions. Actions that could well convert the p~esent difficult
situation into an impossible situation in the future.

While it is agreed that now is the time for ac~ion, it is

not the time for hurried and inappropriate action. To illus-

trate the magnitude of the problem, this report begins with a

discussion of the looming logistical problem involving the

management of nuclear waste materials. This will be followed

by the historical background of the nuclear bureaucracy and

industry that will be charged with the responsibility of
disposition of the waste. It will be shown that this history
does not argue well for the future. The report wiLl, conclude

with a discussion of the evolving criteria for waste disposal

and the depressing implication of this eVOlution. In short,

this report is intended as an environment alert to call this

problem to the attention of the Citizenry and Conqress and to
indicate that their close involvement in its solution is

------------------
----.-._----_ .._~
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absolutely essential.

THE LOGISTICS

Over the past several years, considerable attention has

been focused on nuclear fuel reprocessing.' President ~arter,

in his April 7, 1977 statement on nuclear pO~ver policy, stated

••• we will defer indefinitely the commercial
reprocessing and recycling of the plutonium
produced in the U.S. nuclear power programs.
From our own experience we have concluded that
a viable and economic nuclear power program
can be sustained w.i, thout such reprocessing and
recycling. The plant at Barnwell, South Carolina,
will receive neither federal encouragement nor
f~~ding for its completion as a reprocessing
facility.

1
Even prior to this shift in U.S. policy, it was apparent

to the U.S. nuclear industry and bureaucracies that commercial

reproces'sing plants were not going to be brought on line fast

enough to handle the rapid increase in spent fuel discharges,

particularly under the rather high nuclear energy growth pro-

jections of the Federal government and the industry. It was

apparent then (and it is a reality today) that utilities

urgently needed additional spent fuel capacity.

Because this bottleneck appeared at the reprocessing link

in the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle, and because repro-

cessing was thought to buy time -- a decade -- before permanent

disposal of the waste was required, little attention, until

very recently, wa s given to the logistics problem at the final

repository itself. A cursory look at this logistics problem

suggests that this may be another Achilles' heel of the nuclear
Lndu st r y ,
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The nature of this problem can be illustrated by examin-

ing just one of the disposal requirements - the disposal of

the spent fuel elements from commercial power reactors.

Table I presents the consequences of two scenarios, each

identified by the nuclear generating capacity in the year

2000. The 148 Gwe scenario represents the nuclear power capa-

city already committed, that is, existing reactors, plus

those that have at least reached the limited work authoriza-
tion or construction permit stages in the licensing process.

~~ese would of course all be on line \vell before 2000. The 380

Gwe scenario is an Administration figure that is often linked

to President Carter's 1977 National Energy Plan, although no

figure for 2000 is presented in the Plan itself.

For both scenarios, the annual and cumulative spent fuel

production in Metric Ton of Heavy !'fetal(MTHII) are. presented

for the years 1990 and 2000. Spent fuel is shipped today in

trucks that are designed to carry about 0.5 MTHM per shipment,

or railroad casks holding 4.5 MTHM. One-half a metric ton of

heavy metal corresponds roughly to one PWR fuel assembly or

2.5 BWR asseDblies. (About; 60 PUR and 150 p~·m assemblies are

removed at each refueling.) Based on today7s shipping capabi-

lity, Table I also gives the annual and cumulative truck and

rail shipments for the t.wo scena rLos , vie use the DOE assump-

tion that 90~ of the spent fuel is shipped by rail. The total
number of shipments,trnck and rail, of course will increase if
the percentage of rail shipment is less. In the unlikely
extreme, if all shipments were by truck, the number of shipments
would be 10 times la~r~:Jerthan t·he t 1 h'". ruc~ s lpments indicated by
Table I.
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TABLE I*

Assumed Nuclear Capacity
in yr. 2000

Annual spent fuel production
(NTEH/yr. )

C~~ulative spent fuel
production (HTE21)

Annual shipments***

fu~nual numter of Assemblies****

C~~ulative t~uck shiDments

Cumulative number of
AsseI':l.blies****

Nuclear Growth Scenarios**

1990
2000

1990
2000

1990 truck
rail

148 Gw

/a. '700
3,500

34,100
71,000

540
540

740
740

7,830
10,730

3,]60-
3,360

10,6.0°
10,600

49,000
154,000

380 GH

4,200
8,100

34,800
97,000

540
540

1,200
1,200

7,830
17,400

3,360
3,360

12,240
12,240

49,000
177,000

Data in this table taken fron Report of Task Force for Review
of Nuclear Waste Management, February 1978, Draft, U.S. Dept.
of Energy, Directorate of Energy nesearch DOE/ER-0004/D.

*

2000 truck
rail

** 143 Gw represents existing plants plus all plants that have
proceeded beyond the limited work authorization or construction
permit stages of licensing.

1990
2000

truck
1990 rail

truck
2000 rail

1990
2000

380 Gw is often referred to as the National Energy Plan
reference projection.

*** As surne s 0.5 nT/shipment by truck; 4.5 nT/shipment by rail.
Shipments - 90S by rail and 10~ by truck. Spent fuel is assumed
to be cooled for 5 years.

**** Assume a m i.x of 30~ mm and 70'5 PJ;'lRwhich equates to 1.3 fuel
asse~blies per truck. Assumes spent fuel cooled for 5 years.

- ------------- ---_._---------. _. -- . -
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The 1990 figures for both scenarios are about the same.

If the lower values are used and it is assumed that the fuel

asse~blies are shipped after 5 years of cooling to a reposi-

tory that operates 200 days/yr for 8 hrs/day, then the

repository wou l.d have to handle 40 fuel assernbLi.e sz'day or

5/hr -one every 12 minutes. If the repository operates

300 ~ays/year, around the clock, then the corresponding load

on the repository is one fuel asseI11blyevery hour.

The logistics probleillis actually worse than the above

would indicate. First, because it assumes that a permanent

repository will be available before 1990 so that there is no

backlog of spent fuel in 2000. Second, it assumes that only

one repository is needed. :Both assumptions are highly

questionable if not flawed.

Presently, the DOE assumes that a geologic retrievable

storage facili~y could be operational around 1988 at the
l' .ear~lest:. This early schedule should not be taken too serious-

ly. It doesn't reflect all the uncertainties in the project

that could lead to further delays. The only major exp er i.rneri t.a L

facility now planned is the t'laste!solation ~ilot ~lant (HIPP)

at Carlsbad, N.M. WIPP is designed to gather data to demon-

strate the feasibility of radioactive waste disposal in bedded

salt using waste generated by the military program. Although

WIPP is scheduled to be available in 1985, it is unlikely to

meet this timetable. It could possibly be made operational in
the early 1990's ti~e frame if its use is restricted to the



storage of transuranic (TRU) waste and a limited R&D program

to collect data on high-level waste. This is reasonable because
the TRU wastes are not hot thermally and thus it could be argued

that heat loading wou l.dnot challenge the long--S,erI:",integrity
of the repository. At a minimum, 5 to 10 years of data at

WIPP w.i Ll,be essential to "confirm" the geologic concept. It

is worth noting that the term "confirm" is rather meaningless

as applied here since no one really knows what it takes to

"confirm" the integrity of the repository in operational terms.

This, of course, heightens the concern that the pressure now

being applies to construct a repository will lead to an

inadequate-and potentially hazardous facility.

At the present time, no site has been selected for a

cO~uercial repository. Thus, this facility can not come on-line

as early. as WIPP. DOE has recently slipped t~e earliest date

from 1985 to 1988 for operating the first cor-mercial repository

with a possible additional delay of 5 years. Judsed by the
history of the program additional delays should be anticipated.

Moreover, prudence requires that the initial rate of utiliza-

tien of the facility should be much lower than its design rate.

This lower initial rate is essential for the first 5 to 10 years

(preferably much longer) while the integrity of the repository

is being "demonstrated or confir::-:"ed."Con sequen t.Ly for the

purpose of assessing the logistics problem, should be assumed
that the full scale operation of a facility to handle co~,ercial

spent fuel is unlH:ely to take place much before the year 2000.

In fact, an p~rll'nr ~.at0 .rn.t)rn~c.n.'ts~n l'n~oD-oprl'atn ~nd notcn~-u ~U c.:: \.;. _ -r r. ~__ -~. . _ u. 1"- _ '-'- c_"_ l:-' ~_ '-

ially hazardous action.
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The logistics problem is worse if one is not si~ply trying

to keep up, but also contenplates moving the backlog of spent

fuel that wou.ld have built up in the years prior to start-up of
t~e rcpoe'i.no ry , Consider, for exanple, the 148 Gwe scenario

fu~d assume a 5 year spent fuel cooling period. If one further

aSSlliTcesthat the backlog is to be moved in 10 years, begi~ning

i~ 2000, then from Table I, it is seen that the annual truck and

rail. shipments would each be 1800 (i.e., 740 + 1060), or 18,000
-in the ext.r erne if all ah i.prnerrt s are by truck. Under the previous

assumptions including operating around the clock 300 days/year

this would correspond to handling one fuel asseT:'blyevery 15

::inutes.

Next it should be noted that one repository for cOITh-nercial

s?ent fuel by the year 2000 may not suffice. The capacity

of a repository is a function of the acreage of the mine floor
and the spacing of the canisters of waste. The canister spac-

ing is in turn governed by considerations related to both long-

term geologic integrity of the mine and the shorter-term desire

to retain an option to retrieve the waste. The long-term

integrity depends in part on the clliTculativeheat generated by

the fuel over the long-term. Retrievability is a function of

the ~illar strength and room closure rate and the latter is in

turn dependent on the short-term heating effects, and therefore

the age of the spent fuel when it is placed in the mine ini-

tially. None of these parameters are fixed at this time, thus,

wn i Le several estimates of repository capacity have been made,

these vary widely because of different assumptions related to
~he above paramet~rs. For example, the Califbrnia Energy
CCDmission has assumed a spent fuel repository capacity of
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(1)
35, 000 HTH;'l. The Geologic Projects Division at Sandia Labor-

atories has estimated a repository capacity for spent fuel of

about 40,000 !'1THHbased on an assumed repository size of
/

2000 acres and a heat load constraint at ti~e·bf emplacement
(2)

of 23.5 Kw/acre. The NRC has adopted this estimate for the

purposes of estimating the land use requirements for disposal

of radioactive waste in the 8-3 proceeding.

The DOE has calculated a repository capacity of 100,000

!1TE1 assu2ing sper.t fuel is cooled 5 or 10 years before being

placed in a 2000 acre mine. This assumes that the initial heat

loading is limited to 99 KIV/acre. This latter constraint

asslli~esspent fuel retrievability is mair.tained for 5 years.

If 25 years retrievability is desired, then the heat load con-

straint is reduced to 36 Kw/acre and the 2000 acre repository
(3 )

capacity' is limited to 36,000 }:lTH1'1.

. As seen by comparing these capacity figures lVith the c~~u-

l~tive spent fuel production entries in Table I, the nlliuDerof

repositories prior to 2000, and the rate at which repositories

will have to be licensed thereafter is strongly dependent not

only on the nuclear growth rate, but also on a nlli~er 0= repos-

itory design parameters that are at present very uncertain.

Figure 1 is reproduced from a recent report of the Cali-
(4 )

fornia Energy Commission. While it is based on a higher
nuclear c ornrn i t.ment; (507 Gw instead of 380 G\V in 2000) it is

interesting to note that under their assumptions a new reposi-

tory is required every 2 to 3 years, a rate that would appear

exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. The 380
Gw projection leads to a new repository every 4 to 5 years -
not much better.
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Figure 1

NU~BER OF REPOSITORIES NEEDED TO CONTAIN
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE FROM NUCLEAR REACTORS
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The difficulties experienced to date in the search
for an actual repository site should be viewed in
the context of the number of repository sites that
will have to be found. In the modest case of a
nucle~or:lDit:!lent held c o n s t an t at 507,000 HH
capacity (the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
late 1976 10\.,.,~ breeder forec3.st), a new repository
would have robe opened every 2 - 3 years.

Fro ill G E S~1O CW REG - 0 0 0 2), Vol. 2, p , 111- 3 0 (N ReI s 10;",
without breeder forec3.st.)

Based on r e p o s i t o.ry c a p a c i ry of 35,000 :[T ,.;aste, and e a ch
1000 MW reactor discharging 30 MTD per year
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It is also instructive to examine conceptual diagrams of

proposed high level waste facilities for geologic disposal in

order to appreciate the logistics problem. The old Lyons,

Kansas, facility is depicted in Figure 2. Th~s/facility was

scrapped in 1972. Interestingly, the design of this facility

sho\vs only one elevator shaft for handling high-level waste,

all shipped by rail. Obvious concerns are whether geologic

repositories of this type can be constructed and licensed fast

enough and whether their respective high level \Vaste shafts
and burial equip~ent caD reasonably be expected to handle

the equivalent of cne fuel assercbly every 15 minutes.

It is important to note that only the logistics of disposal

of the spent fuel from commercial reactors was considered abo ve .

To this must De added the radioactive waste from the military

program and those assoc i at.ed Ttlith the dec ornrn.i, ssioning of nuclear

facili ties and powe r reactors. After examining these problems,

the GAO stated:

The problems that nuclear related operations
leave behind are increasing because of the expan-
sion of nuclear technologies. All of those involved
-- the Energy Research and Development Administration,
the Nuclear Regulatory CO~'TIission,State Governments,
and industry -- are partly to bl~~e for what has
happened.

ERDA has accumulated a large nQmber of excess
facilities which will involve a monumental clean-up
effort. At this point in time, it lacks the neces:
sary information to even plan this task. It does not
know the radiation and contamination problems at its
facilities, the decommissioning methods th.::ltshould
be used, the corresponding costs, or priorities. ERD~
has begun to gather this information at one of its
reservations, but this is only the beginning.

~~-_.
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Hhile elimination of these excess facilities
is important, it is also important that ERDA begin
to consider and plan for decommissioning in all
future projects. This requires that deco"nission-
ing costs be recognized at the outset of a project.

(

Similarly, NRC, which has responsib~lity on
the cOIT'mercialside, has not developed cost esti-
mates, acceptable methods, or standards needed by
industry to plan decowmissioning or disposal of
their facilities. NRC has not paid much attention
to one of the biggest problems that may confront
the public in the future -- this is, who will pay
the cost of decommissioning nuclear power reactors.
It has not made any plans or established any require-
ments for advanced accuw.ulation of funds for decom-
missioning reactors or any facilities it licenses
with the exception of uranium mills. (5)

* * * * * * * *
. Answers to basic que st i on s are m'i.ssi.nc wh i ch

preclude developing a strategy for solving a problem
that we are losing ground on. (6)

HISTORICAL BACKGROffi~D

From the perspective of the design engineer the logistics

discussed above reoresent a straight forward design problem.

To him, there appear to be no technological obstacles that

prevent these projected requirements from being achieved, at

least conceptually. The engineer would attempt to demonstrate

this using ti~e and motion studies. The problem conceptually

would not be altered significantly if the engineer were told

to design a geologic facility capable of handling 15,000 n011-

radioactive concrete cylinders per year spaced so many feet

ap2rt on the mine floor, with the additional requirement th.::lt

the cylinders be handled remotely. In the conceptual design

of the WIPP, the remote handling facility is projected to be

cap2b10 o~ handling 6500 canisters per year, assuming three
oper:J.tionalshi:ts"" d (d " th "I' t l' +-~er ay .urlng e plOp :J.n~phase onLy

-----------~



300 canisters are expected to be received over an extended
(7 )

time. ) Furthermore, there are existing underground mines

2000-3000 feet deep that haul tons of rock to the surface in

elevators that are loaded at intervals on the order of 3 Di~-

utes. Conceptually, waste disposal as an engineering prob12ITI

appears no Dore difficult than designing from scratch a plan~

that bottles soft drinks, it's just a matter of scale.

The above is consistent with the past state~ents of

nuclear industry ~ld bureaucracies; namely that the nature of

the radioactive waste problem is largely institutional and

political and not technological. When one examines the logistics

problem in the waste area, there are institutional, political

and economic as ,\el1 as technological considerations that lead

to a far more pessi2istic vie\y of the future than the above cc~-

ceptual design considerations would suggest. For example, after

some 35 years, high-level radioactive waste disposal is yet to

be demonstrated. Moreover, no one really knows what is implied

by "dernon stret i nc " a'disposal concept or what is necessary for

"demonstri1ting" a safe concept. There simply are no coherent

criteria for establishing what constitutes an acceptable dis8os-

a1 concept.

These evolving criteria will be discussed in the following

section of this report. But first it is instructive to look 2t

the track record of the nuclear industry and bureaucri1cies that

will be responsible for developing the criteria and constructinq
and operating the facilities. A track record that offers little
premise for the future.

For rnorc t:1an a decade the nuclear est.ab Lishrnen t; has



saying that the disposal of radioactive waste 1S not a diffi-

cult problem. This pronouncement has a ho LLow sound when one

considers that no solution has been found during the 35 plus

years of the nuclear age. Moreover this stat~ment is contrary

to the admonition of competent scientific ctuthority and to the

history of failures and false starts of the nuclear industry

and bureaucracies - it is nothing less than deceptive public

relations propaganda.

In May 1966 after some 10 years of study related to the

AEC's waste management practices, the NAS-NRC Committee on the

Geological Aspects of Radioactive Waste Disposal submitted its

report to the ABC. In the report the COITmittee stated:

Throughout the faDric of the la-year history of
the Cosmittee's deliDerations run some conti~u-
ing threads of purpose and conviction. Promi~ent
among them is the realization that none of the
major sites at which radioactive wastes are being
stored or disposed of is geologically suited for
safe disposal of any manner of radioactive wastes
other than very dilute, very low-level liquids. (8)

* * * * * * * *
The COITmittee thinks that the current oractice of
disposing of inter:-r.ediateand Low-r Leve L liquid
wastes and all manner of solid wastes directly
into the ground above or in the fresh-water zones,
although momentarilY safe, will lead in the lena
run to a serious £o~ling of man's environment. (§)

ThUS, even before 1966, the nuclear bureaucracy knew that

competent scientific authority felt that their existing sites

and practices were inadequate. The response of the AEC was

not to correct the situation but to suppress the report. It

was not until pressure was exerted from the U.S. Senate in
1970 tI1iJ.tthe report \Vas released. In the meantime, the Com-
mi ttee that prepared the repo rt; was disbanded and a ne'..i cornm i t-
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tee was appointed with no ove=lapping membership. In other

wor-d s , the nuclear bur'eauc racy had no compunction concerning

the manipulation - • f ..L-or corarru.t t e e s of the National Academy of

Sciences.

Nothing has been done co~cerning the NAS Committee warn-

ings except that tbe ~urial of transuranium wastes has
essentially stopped. This ~=chibition resulted not because

of diligence on the part of ~~e nuclear industry or govern-
.

:r::entbut because t.r;e ~entuc:':::':JepartE1entof Human Resources

discovered that p Lu tcni urn wa s migrating off site at the l1axey
(10)

Flats burial site near i·100re:"-2ad,Kentucky. Similar migra-

tien has occurred at the Nuclear Fuel Services facility in
West Valley, New '.:.'or;':.As late 2,S 1974, the AEC was saying

that such migratio::1was u~likely in total disregard of the NAS
(11)

COTIL11li ttee warni.ncs in 1966.

The supressed ~~S recort was related to the wastes from

the military progr2-:\s. Eost of the high level military wastes

are still stored in steel t~lks. Many of the tanks have leaked,

over 500,000 gallons in all. The mos~ notable case was in the

spring of 1973 when 115,000 gallons of high level wastes leaked

from a tank at Hanford over a 51-day period. Although the level

lD the tank was recorded each day, no one compared the readings.

Oil contCLTJ.i::;.atec.'tIithplutonium wastes was stored outdoors

lD steel drums at the Rocky Flats Plant.near Denver, Colorado.

It was subsequently discovered that leaks from these drums had

resulted in significant off site contamination by plutonium.

This discovery was not ~ac.e by the AEC but by a scientist

member of the genera.l pub l, ic, Dr. Edwa rd Hartell. The AEC

......... -.... .'-
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purchased some of the contaminated land and enlarged the

fence line of the facility. A multimillion dollar lawsuit is

now underway over additional portions of the adjacent land.

Since thei:!:'early beginnings, the nuclear industries and
.-.

bureaucracies had planned to reprocess spent fuel in orde:!:'to

extract and recycle its plutonium content. Until the

Ca~ter Ad~inistration reversed this course these fC~C2S

have always denigrated and ignored the concerns of outside

co~petent authority related to the inevita~le proliferation

of nuclear weapons that would result frOD reprocessing and

plutonium recycle. The AEC, for exasple, issued in 1966

an operatinq license for the Nuclear Fuel Services (~?S)

rep~cceSS2.::g f ac i Li. t~' in Valley, This license

was issued aIt.houch there wa s serious do'c:b::that the plant

could operate efficiently and reliably.

supplied the facility with a baseload contract of fuels (from

the rni1itary program). Without this baseload contract, the
(12)

~FS would not have undertaken the venture. ~·7hat h apperie d

to ~FS is now another example of false and deceptive ~oves on

the part 0= the nuclear industry and bure~ucr2cies. In early

1972, the plant, after operating at less than 1/4 of its design

capacit~ (2ost under the baseload contract) was shut down for

modific2.ticns. T~e reason, quite si~ply, 15 th2t it had
become a r~dioactive nightmare. In 1976, ~~FS announc cd that

it was ter2i:1ating the reprocessing operation because the cost
of ~odification made it uneconomic.
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This abortive venture, authorized by the FEC, resulted i~

excessive radioactive contamination of the Wast Valley enviro~-

ment, excessive radiation exposure to the employees of the NFS

facility and to more than 2,000 transient workers hired to do

the dirtiest jobs. - ~..:<'.l-.'..lnaCiu.2.L.lOn,it left behind a facility

highly co~taminat2d with radioactivity and some 600,000 gallons

of high level radioactive waste in a condition that will require

an extensive research program to determine what should be done

with the wastes.

Present estimates of the cost for deco0~issioning the NFS

facility , .anc. managlng the radioactive wast.e s r\.L'1 to 500 million
do.l La r s _ The initi21 cost of the facility. was less than '50 mil-
lien dollars. It is uncertain, at this time, whether the State

of New York or the federal government will have to absorb these

costs - the o'tmer of the NFS facility, Getty Oil, appears
(13 )

exernp t ,

The people of the State of Illinois fared much better. ~he

G3 company was issued a license to construct a reprocessi~g

£acili ty in i'lorris,Illinois. However, after completion it was

deter:nined that the plan.t was inoperable. After spending $65

million and never reprocessing an OU:::lceof spent fuel, GE aban-

do~ed the facility,

~"otwit.hst.andinc the expe ri eno e of NPS, .i'l..llied-GeneralNuc-

lear Services (AGlIS),having received a construction perrn.i.t

-fron the AEC, invested some $250 million in a reprocessing plant
at Barnw~ll, South Carolina. Even before President Carter made
this investment futile by banning reprocessing, AGNS stated:
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It is reaso~able to assume that a~y significant
invest~e~t QY industry in reprocessi~g facili-
ties is no r; likely to occur until t.he GESilO issue
is resolves and reprocessing can be demonstrated
to be a v~able business venture. Therefore, AGNS
has been forced by reasons outsiGe its control to
cone lUGe t~at unGer the existing circUmstances it
is proper that the government fund'any significant
inves~~e:-:t8eyond that already co~itted. (14)

AGNS is prese:-:t~yfighting for a gover~~ental bail-out.

The outcome At the same time, it appears that

the citizens of So~th Carolina were saved the problems of

those of Ne,,';Yo rx 2..:1dthat a $250 million be.il-out, no matter

how reprehensive, ~ould be less expensive than the subsequent

cost of decc£~issio:-:ing.

For years t~2 :-:uclearindustry and the AEC proposed that

they had a soluticn to the high level radioactive wastes. This

was to bury the ~astes in an abandoned salt mine in Lyons~

Kansas. In 1971, t~e AEC announced that it would ?egin a large

scale demonstration project at the Lyons nine. In the envircn-
mental statement en this project, the AEC baldly asserted:

By establishing this facility, radioactive wastes
of the type previously described [including high-
Leve I wa stss] will be pe rrnarien t.Ly isolated from
man's biosphere, thus providing a direct and last-
i~g benefit to the environment. No significant
impact on t~e environment resulti~g from the con-
struction or operation of the proposed repository
is ant i cicated. (15)

Contr2.ry to " .::......::.s assertion of the AEC, private citizens,

scientists and or=~ni2ations as well as state officials in Kansas

argued that the L:o~s site hud not been adequately investigated
and t.hat; it- ..-i >»: ~~~·...,-lDl·'not -a good si '-~- -~ ~-~~~ ~ ~ . ~~. T!1ese private citi-
zens and sci2~~is~s ~ere correct and within a short period the
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AEC abandoned the site and cancelled the project. Thus, even

after over 15 years of study of the suitability of salt mine

disposal in general and several years of investigation at the

Lyons site in particular, a potentially serious failure in

judgment occurred. It is questionable whether or not the AEC

would have appreciated the potential hazards involved with the

Lyons site if the citizens of Kansas had not spoken out .

.After this fiasco, the AEC announced that it wou Id build a

Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) which wa s to be

suitable for a period of 100 years. Of course, this was just

an easy way out - one ~~a~ passed the ultimate problem on to

future generatio~s.

In 1975, ERDA (the successor to the AEC) cancelled the RSS?

project and salt near Ca rLsb.ad,

l~e1'] .r.lexico. This is the area selected for the NI?P Project.

favorable site was selected by the staff at Oak Ridge National

Le.Doratory. Abou t a uc~-,.. ago t;he pz oj ect; man acernen .•• wa s sh i -F.J...':";1"-- J.---C- .........L .,.j_ ••......l.- .:lCl ...•c......J •.• 1. L.\ ..... ..- .•...--.C'--l..

to Sandia Laborato~ies. After two test holes, ERDA wanted to

S2~dia insis~ed on a third test hole. It was

drilled and it hit a brine solution containing hydrogen sulfide

At Sandia's recomTIendation the site has been

d::-cpped. Sandia is ~ow looking at a site in the same deposit

on~y about 5-8 kilometers away.

Clearly, if the U.S. has a large number of suitable sites,

they are difficult to ~ . .:::l:1d.. And as stated previously, a large

riumbe r are neec.ed and qu i ckLy if the expansi.on of mrc Lcar powe r

p.Lan t s is to ccnti.nue. Jl:c.gingfrom the i r t.rack record, one of
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false starts, lost races and deceptive tactics, the nuclear

industry and bureaucracies will move to change the criteria

for suitability as the pressure for waste repositories mounts.

This will be the subject of the next section.'

THE EVOLVING CRITERIA

In its suppressed report, the NAS Co~~ittee established

some general criteria for the disposal of radioactive waste.

~~o of the criteria of importance here are:

(1) Safety is a primary concern, taking precedence
over cost.

(2) Radioactive waste, if disposed of underground,
should be isolated as permanently as possible
from contact with living organis~s. (16)

Later is their report the NAS Co~~ittee stated:

The deliberations of this Co~~ittee continue
to be guided by the basic rule that concentrations
of radionuclides in waste materials should not be
allowed to appear in the earth's biosphere' before
they have decayed to innocuous levels. This con-
cep~ requires assurance that during any storage or
disposal operations hazardous amounts of nuclides
are isolated from the biologic environGent, and
that upon completion of the procedures the nuclides
will remain isolated as long as they might consti-
tute a hazard. For some nuclides this requirement
means isolation for periOds of 600 to 1000 years,
periods so long that neither perpetual care nor
permanence of records can be relied upon. All
su;:mlies of Dotable Ground Hater r I'lne,=l-;erornot
thev are ncw beinq drawn upon, arc considered as
bClnq P2r-::of the bi.oso ne r-e , (17)

\hth respect to tl'.eabove, it is wo rth reccLli nq that tl-;c

CO::'cT:'.ittceconcluc.ed that none of the oxi sti.nc govcl-nmentiJ.lsites

are in a suitable geological location. Although the RSSF was
ab2ndonoc1, OYQs~n~ 01 11 ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ St~. - L. '-C •• '- L ilns Cil r:or hvlay .::...ro:c1~eac ~or _ crage
(A.?I\S) for sgen~ f~lel l' ~ t- 'l'~'_ - - _ n govcrnmcnL aCl l~~es. These facilities

are to a consic.erable extent little m.orp ~~.~.~a cos~Qt;~_ ~_ _ _ ,,'L. ~ .....•
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will relieve the utilities of responsibility of wa st e man aoe>

tr2TIs::srring the problem to the

Under present plans 6 or 7 AFRS facilities might be

rec::uired. By repeati::1g mistakes, it is quite probable

that these facilities will also be located i::1unsuitable

geolc~ical lecations and take on an air of percanency. To

Dini~ze tr2nsportation hazards, such facilities sho~ld be

located at the ultimate disDosal site. But only c~e tentati~12

site has been selected, the site for WIPP.

rnore likel~/ AFS-S \vill prejudice site selscticn

0':: cC::-2erci2.1 repcsi tories rather than t.he reverse.

~s ~ palliative to this problem, the NRC ~{ill prepare an

e~vi=D~~ental statesent on these f2cilit~es~ "0"..;-.we.<. ~ the past

his~ory of the ~ucle2r indust~y and bure~~cracies de2onst~at2s

t~~t such st2tesents are prepared to support decis~cns already

made rather than to make an adequate and honest environmental

assessment. The environmental statement ror the Barnwell Fuel

Receiving and Storage Facility (BFRSF) is a case in point rela-
ti~e to spent fuel storage. The Natural Resources Defense

CO~lcil cc~~ents on this Statement are attached to this repor~

These comment.s dernon strato that either the NRC

was incompetent or the statement was fraudulent. Itis diffi-

cult to imagine th~t the NRC was so incompetent. Ra ther, it

ap?ears to be a fraudulent statement.

The Environmental Protection Agency which will have consid-

erable responsibility relative to radioactive waste disposal is

now considering developing criteria for this disposal. Their

the
pressu:::-efor I i cons ~ di 1- ~- -l.ng lsposa sites, they are bac~ing off
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from the criteria in -!-',--ne suppressed NAS Report that were pre-

(18)
sented above. The EPA Background Renort discusses deter-

mining an acceptable level of risk. It suggests that future

generations, who will receive no benefits, could be subjected
/

to the Sili~erisks as the ,vaste producing generation. Boreover,

it suggests th~~ t~is acce9table risk could be determined

through benefit-cost analysis. Itis well known that benefit-

cost anal~~siswas not designed to ma}~e judgments about the zalr
distribution of economic well-being, either between people

living in the present, or between people living in different

generations of time. Benefit-cost analysis alone cannot decide

whether it.is just or fair for the present " -!-generaL-lOn l-O impose

upcn the future generations the burdens of essentailly perpetual

care for highly poisonous ~ate~ials. Even if the benefit-to-

cost ratio coses out greater than one, a waste disposal alter-

native may be unacceptable because the distribution of risk may

be considered unacceptable. Moreover, neither the benefits nor

the cost C2n be accurately estimated. To a considerable extent,

this approach is a subterfuge used to license a less than opti-

m~~ or adequate facility. An example of this BFRSF t.h a t.

was discussed above.

Turning now to the specific criteria for radioactive waste

storage, one important specific criterion is the allowable heat
loading. There is no firm basis for the present value used in
planning. Nevertheless, as discussed earlie:!:in this report

using the Sa:112he211 Load i.n q constraint, the Dar:: estimates a

t;0oother competent
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on the nuster of rc?ositories required. Arc 2 or 4 required

in the year 2000? In addition, the heat Lo ad i.n q deternines

both the short and long te~m integrity of the repository. In
the short tern, it deter~ines whether the deposited nateri2l

is retrievable.

Retrievability is also an ill-defined specific criterion.

The NRC and DOE are discussing a 5 year period of retrievabil-

This ti~e is to be used to "derr.onstratetI the sui tabili ty

of the dis?osal site relative to long term integrity. Concern-

ing this, the GAO states:

NRC states that it is an unwarranted pre-
j l1dgrr:.2rlt for us to r-e corrraend tha t the period
of retrievability be longer than 5 to 10 years •
...~l though ~\7e do net r-e oorrunerid this, we point out
that the 5- to lO-year period of retrievability
may not be adequate to assess all of the effects
heat producing high level waste will have on the
geological medium, and USGS agrees with this
po s i t.i.on . (19)

The longer the period of retrievability required, the lower

the allowable heat loading and hence the smaller the repository

capacity and the greater the number of repositories required.

Besides these inte~;oven uncertainties, what does retrievabil-

imply about salt as the geologic mediL~ of choice? How do

you define a large body of rock or salt without disturbing it?

I1cr'..; do you .i.n s t r ur.e rrt; <J. reposi t.o r y before and after is

sealed? None of these questions have been answered satisfactor-
.i,1 -.r~ , . The technology for sealing mine shafts and exploratory

drill holes adequately to guarantee long term integrity has not
bee!1 developed. T11ere is no existing techI101oqy for the ccnt~in-

salt bed re90sitories, an~ this
problem s impLy ha s n ' t been s t.ud i ed adeG" at e I <r'- ~ --.1. There are s i.mi«
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lar lists of unanswered questions and imponderables related to

mobility (leachability) of important radioactive isotopes in

the waste, and thermal effects and chemical or electrolytic

reactions, all of which need to be answe rad and ,:::esol'led before
.:.

a repository is selected, licensed and demonstrated.

Furthermore, suppose spent fuel disposal cannot keep up

with the annual prcduction, or can just barely keep up or barely

work away at the backlo~, and then postulate th~t the geologic

repository does not prove out and the fuel must be retrieved.

Can it? ·The logistics equation is hit with what mathematicians

call a step function. Suddenly, the fuel that must be handled

One now needs the

equivalent of two new repositories and a mrich larger transport-

ation capability to handle the spent fuel that must be moved

from the old repository plus that which is being generated.

Doubling the requirements can turn problems into nightmares.

Resolving the technical issues and determining disposal

criteria will not be easy. One should have a high degree of

cori f Lderrce in the technology before one is prepared to pe rraari-:

encly dispose of waste canisters at 15 to 60 minute intervals,

d21~{ in arid day out ad infini t uri , An d t.he re is the rub. Tl")'8

nuclear industry and bureaucracies have gotten around such

dif::icult problems before hy licensing nebulous criteria

The AEC and now the llRC have been licensing light water

reactors by considering certain classes of accidents as being
"highly irT',Dl"obable"or "0··+,...."',...,.""1,' 11n1l'keLv " evcrrts.l.. - •.•••••"'>O''- ...•.•~~~ .• -.1. 1 __ J... 1 e L... Although
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a large number of operating licenses and construction permits

had been issued by 1972, it wasn't until then that the AEC

initiated a study on reactor safety that was to determine the

probability of reactor accidents. The final report on this

study was issued so~e 3 years later in 1975. Licensing con tin-

ued during this period.

The final report on this safety study, known as the Rasmussen

Report, was embraced by the nuclear industry and ;:'lJ.reauc:::-acies.

At the same time, it was severely criticized by outside cOupe-
( 20)

tent authority including the F.rne ri.can Physical Society. In

ether we:::-ds,the chance, probability or likelihood of such

accidents is indetermine.nt and are not necessarily "highly

Lmprobab Le " or II extremely unlikely. 11 These criteria a~o nebulous

and based UDon eng~n2eri~s judgment from engl~eers cO~~itt2d to

the future of nuclear power.

A more recent example of this approach to licensing involves

the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. (This project has subsequently

been aba~dcned by ?resi~en~ Cart2r.) In this case, even though

the Preliminary Safety An aLy si s Report and the reactor design

were not completed, the NRC Staff concluded that a certain class

of accidents, known as core melt and disruptive accidents, can

and must be reduced to a sufficiently low probability as to be

excluded from licensing consider~tion. Again such accidents
'~lere said to be 11 highly improbable 11 or 11 e xtrerne Ly unlikely. 11

The Natural Resources Defense Council, an intervenor in the

CRBR lic'2nsing proceedings, pressed the Applicant (EI'-J).='I.) and
tt2 NRC fer a mLO!~ orpc1~e do~~nl'tl'o~ot- thoc~ ter~s• -- _ _ __ ~.L.J... " ,_'C-.>C ~'''. ERDA
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and NRC were asked whether these terms implied a chance equal

to or less than 1 in 10, 1 in 1,000,000, some chance in

bet;veen or smaller. ERDA and NRC stated that they had no
,/

prec~se definition of the chance. They couldnit say that the

chance was less than 1 in 100 - they couldn't pick a maximum
(21)

value out of a range of 1 million. How nebulous can a

criterion be?

CONCLUSIONS

~fuere does all this leave us? First, one must realize

that the present commitments to produce more \1aste is some

25 years atead of a demonstrated solution to the disposal

p~oblem7 much less a demonstration that disposal can keep up
with production. Second, stopping the licensing of new reac-

to~s does not stop the production of waste; existing plants

will continue to generate wa st.e , A rnorat.or i.um on nel'!construc-

tion stops the increased rate of waste production only after

the plants under construction are completed. An analogue to

this predicament would be an automobile that does not have

b~akes and has a 2 minute delay time incorp6rated between the

accelerator pedal and the carburetor. Most people wouldn't

drive such a car, particularly if they couldn't see very far
dO'dn the road. If they did they would surely drive slowly
until the cont~ols 'dere corrected. If onc is not particularly
confident that the Federal Government will be able to keep up

in 'dastedisposal a~ound the turn of the century the present

realities stronqly suggest that measures should be taken soon

to li~it fu~ther'inc~eases in waste production.
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There is a qrowi.nq sentiment that a further cornrni,t.ment; to

nuclear power be deferred until there is an acceptable solution

to the radioactive waste problem. This principle has been

endorsed by the Council On Environmental Quality and is already

public policy in Sweden and California. The CEQ has proposed

setting a "nuclear deadline," such that by some near-tern date

a definitive widely accepted solution for safe, long-term

managenent of wastes must be agreed upon after i~t2~sive public
(22)

review; ot.herw i.s.e, no nuclear· powe r licensing 1ilO:lldbe issued.

The present logistics problem certainly makes this policy appear

infinitely reasonable.

But this leads 6irectly to t~e most da~gerous aspect of the
problem: the impact this pressure can have on current planning.

The prospects of a severe logistics problem ahead is already

leading policy makers to conclude that they must solve the

radioactive waste problen, and do so soon. This is an invita-

tion to mistakes. Geologic media sites will be chosen hastily~

Assumptions concerning long term integrity will De made in the

absence of confir~atory data. Corners will be cut to meet un-

realistic deadlines. There is a real danger that the Federal

Government in the interest of promoting nuclear power will start

repeating the same kinds of mistakes that led to the controver-

sies over reactor safety and nuclear weapons proliferation.

are already seeing this in the arproach the Gover:1ment has ti.1.ken

toward establishing regulatory criteria for waste disposal. One

would helve presumed t.h at f i.rst; the cri t.eri a wou l.d be established,

then the ~ethodology to deterrni ne whe t.hor the geologic med i.um
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a~d site weet the criteria, and then the instrwuentation

wou.ld have be developed to assure that the criteria are in

fact being met. The Federal Government's present approach

just backwards in this regard. The geologic rne~ia of choice

-- salt -- and the site -- yesterday it was Lyons, Kansas,

teday it is Carlsbad, New Mexico -- were chosen first, and now

the NRC and EPA are being asked to develop the criteria.

Past experience indicates that these criteria -,.;illbe CO::1-

pro::lisedto satisfy the choice of medium in orcer to

resDond to the pressure for licensing a repository as soon as

possible. After its study of this problem, the GAO concluded

arid r-e commended :

Af ter several decades of wo rk f MC did not,
a~a E~~ has not yet (1) demonstrated acceptable
solutions for long term storage and/or disposal
of its high level waste and (2) satisfied the
scien ti::ic cornmuni,t:y"tha t present storage sites
are geologically suited for long te~. storage or
disposal. Therefore, 'de recornmend that the
Congress closely monitor, through the annual
authorization and appropriation processes, ERDA's
pr ooram for long term wa ste management. Specifi-
cally, such monitori~g should focus on whether
the program (1) is progressing in an orderly fash-
ion, (2) is adequately funded, and (3) can be
ex~ected to produce answers to the many complex
~daSL:2 di s po s a L problerns.. (23)

These reco~l\endations make good sense. But Congress, up
till nO~l, has been much more of a junk yard dog for the nuclear

industry than a watchdog for the public health and safety. It

is, therefere, essential that every coneerned citizen closely

~atch the nuclear industry and bureaucracies and prod their

elected officials to take appropriate action. The option is a
~Qt2ntial r2d~cactive nightmare for this or so~e future genera-
ti.en.
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